
Introduction
•  Less than 20% of women with personal history of breast or 

ovarian cancer receive recommended genetic counseling and 
testing.1,2

•  Estimates are lower for at-risk unaffected women, potentially 
due to challenges of non-genetics providers identifying at-risk 
patients.

•  To facilitate identification of patients at risk for hereditary 
cancer, a digital ID tool was developed that enables patient-
driven personal and/or family history reporting prior to or 
during clinical visits. 

•  The digital ID tool matches reported histories to NCCN 
genetic testing criteria for BRCA-related, Lynch and polyposis 
syndromes and provides an output to stratify patients who do 
and do not meet criteria.

 •  This study aimed to validate the digital ID tool’s accuracy and 
report performance in an unaffected population. 

Results 
Description of Groups

All female probands with average age of 43 years old (range: 19-75)

Conclusions
•  The digital ID tool accurately matches histories to NCCN criteria 

concordantly with genetic counselor review for patients who do and 
do not meet criteria for BRCA-related and Lynch syndrome.

•  Using a digital ID tool that analyzes histories against all NCCN 
criteria may expand identification of unaffected patients at-risk for 
hereditary cancer syndromes, compared to criteria often used in 
traditional screening methods.
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Relatives assessed: for BRCA - first, second and third-degree; for Lynch Syndrome: first- and second-degree 
relatives only per NCCN guidelines. LS-cancers = Lynch syndrome related cancers as defined in NCCN guidelines3,4

1 Myriad Women’s Health (Counsyl), South San Francisco, CA

Methods 
 

Query 3-generation pedigrees generated by third party 

Certified genetic counselor with oncology experience analyzes 
pedigrees to determine if histories meet NCCN guidelines to establish 

high risk group (“CGC review”)

• NCCN v2.20173,4 for BRCA-related, Lynch and Polyposis guidelines
• Each pedigree could have multiple events (i.e., meet multiple NCCN 
criterion); pedigrees reviewed consecutively until ~380 events reached 

for sample size power (90% power, 5% difference)

Certified genetic counselor with oncology experience uses cancer 
events in pedigrees to create modeled low risk group

• Cancer history in pedigrees that did not meet NCCN criteria was 
entered as individual event as well as in combination with total cancers 
seen in a given lineage, where applicable (i.e., father with lung cancer 

at age 60 would be recorded as an individual event) 

Events across groups randomized

Events from high risk and low risk groups entered into digital ID tool to 
determine output and compared to CGC review for concordance

• Assumptions during pedigree review: 
 •  Digital ID tool uses exact ages; ages of diagnoses were rounded as such:  Early decades of age rounded 

to 2 integer (“Early 70s” → 72); Late decades of age rounded to 8 integer (“late 70s” → 78); Full 
decades of age rounded to 5 integer (“70s” → 75)

 • Prostate cancers in pedigrees were assumed high risk
•  Not analyzed: somatic test results or pathology reports for criterion related to tumor analysis;  criterion 

associated with risk tools (i.e., PREMM).

 
Criteria Trends in Unaffected High Risk Events

88% (n=313) of high risk events were in histories for which the proband had 
no personal history of cancer. Of those, 274 (88%) were BRCA-related; the 
remainder were related to Lynch syndrome. Common criteria, often used in 
traditional screening methods, explained 80% (n=250) of all unaffected high risk 
events (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Unaffected High Risk Events Frequently Met 8 NCCN Criteria 
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High risk group:  
Events that met criteria 

73% Caucasian 
All other ethnicities < 8% individually 

1.94 events per pedigree 
88% had no personal cancer history

Low risk group:  
Events that did not meet criteria 

77% Caucasian 
All other ethnicities < 5% individually 

3.11 events per pedigree 
95% had no personal cancer history

Figure 1. Types of Criteria Met 
in High Risk Events

Figure 2.  Types of histories 
analyzed from modeled cases

Performance of the Digital ID Tool

197 queried pedigrees generated 765 events upon CGC review

Calculated accuracy of Digital ID tool: 99.74% (99.06-99.97 CI)
Likelihood digital ID tool will have same conclusion as CGC review

Sensitivity: 100% Specificity: 99.48%

382/382  met criteria by  
Digital ID tool output

381/383 did not meet criteria 
by digital ID tool output*

382 high risk events met 
NCCN criteria by CGC review 

383 low risk modeled events 
did not NCCN meet criteria by 

CGC review

*Note: 2 cases that did not have concordance on low risk group had isolated 
brain cancer in 40s and flagged as meets criteria; this has since been remedied.


